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Installation Guide
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This guide has been created to
provide help when fitting MBP
Group internal doorsets.
For any further questions please
speak to your local branch or
sales representative.
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Door Leaf – refer to door manufacturer fire certification
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Threshold – see gap advice
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Installation Compliance
Fire doors are engineered to save lives and protect property. They must be installed correctly in accordance with relevant
standards and guidance, to achieve the required performance, and to validate the certification.
Fire door leaf manufacturers’ certification and installation guide should be read before installation to understand the specific
requirements of each doorset.
It is recommended that installers are members of industry recognised quality assurance installation schemes that meet best
practice standards in accordance with ‘BS 8214: 2016 Timber-based fire door assemblies - Code of practice’.
Inspection authorities may request evidence to ensure the fire door installation process has been followed correctly to
comply with certification, and in accordance with building regulations and British Standards. This includes:
Structural Opening Width

Installation – Approval of the structural surround, fixings and fire-stopping
Door Frame Width +5mm (+/- 2mm) each side
Doorset – Operating gaps, tolerances and compliant components used
Intumescent – Suitability of fire and smoke seals, and the protection around hardware Overall Frame Width
Workmanship – Quality, compliance and mechanical performance.
Wall

Pre-installation Checklist

Door
Frame

Door
Frame

Door Leaf

Wall

Tight Rebate Width

It is recommended that structural openings receiving doorsets areFitting
correctly
prepared during first fix works.
Tolerance
This will ensure:
• Doorsets can be delivered to site when conditions are suitable and wet trades have finished to avoid
any damage or distortion. This will help to prevent adjustments being required beyond what is
permitted to achieve fire door certification and any unwanted remedial costs.
• Operating gaps can be maintained.
Wall

Structural opening preparation
The correct sizes and tolerances of the structural openings
must be considered to ensure the doorsets will fit to comply
with the specified performance and achieve the following
guidance:

Structural
Opening
Height
Door Frame
Height +7mm
(+/- 2mm)
each side

• The finished floor coverings may not be installed at the
time of fire door installation, so it is important to know
the thickness of any additional floor covering (including
underlay) that will affect the overall height of the door frame,
door leaf, and compliant threshold gap.

Tight
Rebate
Height

Door Leaf

Frame
Head

• Structural openings must be square and plumb.
• Construct the wall opening to the doorframe dimensions
-5mm (+/-2mm) on each jamb and -7mm (+/-2mm) at the
head for packing and fire-stopping tolerances.
• Use appropriate frame fixings that will penetrate at least
50mm into the wall structure.

Overall
Frame
Height

Undercut
Structural Opening Width
Door Frame Width +5mm (+/- 2mm) each side
Overall Frame Width

Wall

Door
Frame

Door Leaf

Door
Frame

Wall

Tight Rebate Width
Fitting Tolerance
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Storage and Handling
After delivery it is vital that doors are handled and stored correctly. Ensure the main contractor’s risk assessments and door
manufacturers best practices are upheld to retain the appropriate moisture content and to protect them from damage.
As doors and doorsets are heavy items, risk assessments should be carried out to ensure all employees are suitably trained
in manual handling, and that the correct number of operatives are used.
Clean and suitable gloves should be used when handling doorsets to avoid leaving finger marks.

Storage
• Internal doorsets are a second fix item and deliveries should not be requested unless components which cannot be fitted
immediately can be stored in suitable dry, floored, and covered storage with a relative humidity of between 40-60%.
• Moisture content of the doorsets is 10-12% in accordance with BS EN942: 2007 and should be maintained to
guarantee performance.
• Doors must be protected from abnormal heat, extreme dryness, moisture or sudden changes in temperature.

Stacking
• Doorsets should be stacked flat, not upright or leaning as this causes bowing.
• Stack off the floor in a closed position and rest on the door frame stop lath.
• On level bearers lay the largest doorset at the bottom with sizes reducing up the stack. Depending on frame depths
10 doorsets can generally be stacked together.
• Provide support at the centre and 300mm from each end, with additional support for any doorsets over 2150mm high.
• Ensure the battens are thick enough to allow clearance from glazing beads and hardware and separate with protective
cardboard or similar to prevent damage.
• When stacking door leaves the same principle applies if double doors are supplied.

Covering
• Doorsets should be protected from any dirt or debris.
• Fully cover doorsets with opaque sheeting to protect them from any direct sunlight or artificial lighting to prevent any
shading or fading.

Priming and sealing
• Decoration should be carried out in line with BS 6150 and BS 8000 Part 5.
• Prime or seal all ‘in the white’ door edges and hardware apertures immediately following delivery including top and bottom
edges and any unlipped sides avoiding any product label traceability on the top edge.
• Always follow the instructions provided by the paint and stain manufacturer.

Hardware
Preparation for hardware
• The essential ironmongery for a fire doorset is the hinges/closer/locks/latches.
• Before installation prepare doors to receive hardware using instructions supplied by the hardware manufacturer or supplier.
• MBP Group doorsets can be supplied pre-machined ready for radius designed ironmongery. All supplied hardware is
stamped with the relevant British Standard numbers.

Fitting hardware
• Follow hardware manufacturer or supplier instructions for correct installation and fire door certification.
• Fit morticed hardware before hanging the door leaves or installing the door assemblies.
• Fit any intumescent protection materials in accordance with fire door certification instructions.
• Fit face fixed hardware at any suitable stage of the installation and prior to handover to avoid loss or damage. The drilling
of door faces for latch spindles and keyways or cylinders is better to be completed once all final adjustments have been
made to ensure the positions are precise.
• Lubricate hardware in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
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Doorset Installation
• Fire door installation should be carried out in accordance with British Standard BS 8214:2016.
• Timber doorsets should only be installed when the wet trades have finished, and the building has dried out as part of
the second fix works.
• The frame for the doorset is made to the exact specification so should not be altered.
• Fire doors have information on the top edge of the door for traceability and fire certification reference which should not
be removed or covered.

Packing
• Set the frame centrally within the opening.
• Best practice is to use the pre-hung doorset as a template when supplied fully assembled.
• Use compliant packers between the door frame and prepared opening above each fixing position to keep the frame
square and plumb. Make sure jambs are straight and operating gaps are even and in tolerance.
• For fire stopping application check the test evidence for the correct packers to use as this may vary.

Fixing
• When the doorframe has been packed in the opening accurately, if required remove any hung door leaves to make
fixing the frame easier.

Fixing

Fixing

100mm

100mm

Door
Frame
Head

Fixing

Fixing

Frame

Fixing

Fixing

Fixing

Fixing

Fixing

Fixing

100mm

100mm

Fixing

Frames should be fixed approximately 100mm from each corner, with five
fixings on each side and one in the centre of the head. Additional fixings
may be required on wider frames, and for tall and heavy-weight doors to
provide the stability needed for their everyday use.
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50mm (minimum penetration)

Fix frames in masonry with plugs and compatible screws
ensuring a minimum of 50mm penetration into the wall.

Packer

Timber
Plug

Fix frames in metal stud partitions with compatible
screws having drilled a pilot hole through the stud into
the timber stud filler, ensuring a minimum of 50mm
penetration into the stud filler.

Suitable / compliant screw / wall plug
or equivalent expanding fixing

Masonry Wall Section

Suitable / compliant screw

Packer

Timber
Plug

50mm (minimum penetration)

50mm (minimum penetration)

Cross section of frame fixed with packer to masonry wall
construction.

Cross section of frame fixed packer to stud wall
construction.

• Frame void packing materials should be fully compressed to ensure stability of installation.
• Different surround structures should be taken into consideration and manufacturer’s guidance’s adhered to.
• Various types of fire, smoke and/or acoustic seals can be located within the frame reveal or door edges in
Suitable / compliant screw / wall plug
accordance with the fire door manufacturer’s certification. Some seals can be pre-fitted
or expanding
suppliedfixing
loose for site
or equivalent
Packer
installation as specified. We recommend the Fire & Acoustic Seals FAS35 smoke seal or twin bladed fire, smoke
and acoustic seal.
• Hang/rehang the door leaves, making sure the correct gaps and operating seals are achieved.
• Compression seals should be 50% compressed along their entire length.  
Timber
• Blade and brush seals should overlap the opposing face by
1.0 – 1.5mm.
Plug

Masonry Wall Section

50mm (minimum penetration)

FAS35 smoke seal

Brush fire, smoke and
acoustic seal

Twin bladed fire, smoke and
acoustic seal

• Check operating tolerances once the building has dried out and the temperature has stabilised, making any
necessary adjustments in accordance with the fire door manufacturers’ certification. This may be done by reducing
or increasing the frame void packing.
• Only as a last resort should any door leaf edges be trimmed as this may affect the quality and integrity of the door
installation and create the need for replacement seals and the hardware repositioning.
• All fitting tolerances should be compliant with building regulations and British Standards.
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Installing pairs of doors
• When installing a pair of doors it is essential that both doors are square and plumb in the frame, ensuring a level fit.
If the first door is not level, this will then have an immediate knock-on effect to the second door.
• If you find that the fit isn’t quite right the edges of the doors can be trimmed in accordance with the fire door
manufacturer’s certification. Do not trim the top edge, as any adjustments can cause the doors to be uneven once
hung, leaving an excessive gap or preventing closure.

Threshold gaps
• A threshold gap is the space at the bottom of the doorset assembly when the door is in the closed position.
• Threshold gaps should be in accordance with the fire door manufacturer’s installation instructions. The label on the
top of the door leaf will provide the manufacturer details and the fire certification reference.
• When flooring is fitted after installation of the doorset, ensure any coverings ie carpets, vinyl etc is levelled out to
achieve the certified gap and smooth operation. The door should be able to open freely over its entire opening
angle without damaging the seal or catching on the floor.
• When installing drop seals refer to the manufacturer’s installation and guidance for fitting and adjusting.
We recommend using the Fire & Acoustic Seals FAS45 automatic acoustic and smoke drop down seal.

A

6-10mm

B

6-10mm

C

3mm

Finished
Floor Level

A - For fire only threshold gaps this is usually between 6-10mm but follow door manufacturer’s certification detail.
B-F
 ire & smoke with a threshold seal is usually between 6-10mm but follow door manufacturer’s certification detail.
C-F
 ire & smoke or smoke only without a threshold seal gap should be a maximum of 3mm as per British
Standard (BS8214) guidance.

Threshold Strips and Four-Sided Doorframes (Optional)
• It may be possible to use a threshold strip or four-sided door frame configuration. Please refer to our
CERTIFIRE CAF119 supplement number 507884 for details here https://mbp.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/.

Doorstops
• Fix loose door stops after all adjustments have been completed. These need to accommodate any compression
seals making sure they are in correct contact with the door leaf face.
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Fire sealing the structural opening
• The gap behind the architrave, between the back of the frame and wall can become one of the weakest points
for fire performance if not filled correctly.  
• The filling detail and materials vary depending on the fire-rating of the doorset that is being installed.
• Refer to guidance in accordance with BS8214:2016.

Mastic for voids below 10mm

Fire foam for voids up to 20mm

• We can recommend using Fire & Acoustic Seals Ltd
Fire Door Foam™ and Intumescent Acrylic Sealant
which have been tested specifically with MBP Group
fire doorsets and with all major UK manufacturer timber
fire doors.
• Both products have been thoroughly tested to
BS 476-20 & 22 and BSEN 1634-1 appropriate for the
fire performance required and both are Certifire approved.  
• These have been tested to work in timber fire doorsets
using standard packers. Installation guidance, product
certification and test evidence are available at
www.fireandacousticseals.co.uk or call 0121 521 2179.

Intumescent Acrylic Sealant

Fire Door Foam™

Concealment of fixings
• Dress exposed fixings of doorframes, doorstops and architraves as specified.
• Architraves should only be installed once all adjustment to gaps and door leaf operations have been made,
and the smoke, acoustic and fire mastic elements have been documented and signed-off by the main contractor.
If required, take photographic evidence for future reference.
• Frame fixings are normally concealed behind the door stop laths. Use timber or plastic pellets to cover screws
if this is not possible. Pins are punched and filled with hard beeswax and coloured to match.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q	
What is the moisture content in doorsets and what conditions should they be installed in?
Refer to Storage and Doorset Installation pages 5 and 6.

A	
Moisture content of the timber doorsets is 10-12% in accordance with BS EN942 and should be maintained to

guarantee performance.
Internal doorsets are a second fix item and should be stored in suitable dry, floored, and covered storage with a relative
humidity of between 40-60%.

Q	
What tape can be applied when fitting door face and edge protection e.g. Corex?
A	
Use the correct tape that won’t remove the lacquer, paint or fire label from the door as recommended by the protection
manufacturer and door manufacturer.

Q	What is the minimum frame screw depth and wall penetration for fixing the frame to the wall?
Refer to Fixing page 6.

A U
 se plugs and compatible screws ensuring a minimum of 4.5mm gauge screws x 50mm penetration into the wall.
Q	
What are the “door to frame” fitting tolerances for a doorset? Refer to Structural opening preparation page 4.
A T olerances of between 2-4mm are required between the door leaf and the head and jambs of the doorframe.
Q	
Where are the fire door manufacturer certificates? Refer to image on page 6.
A F ire door cores/blanks are supplied by different manufacturers depending on the specification of the doorset and have

been tested under specific fire certification schemes. The manufacturer and certification scheme number will be shown
on the label on the top edge of the door.  Follow their installation certification for additional guidance which can be
found as follows:
BWF Certifire scheme https://mbp.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/
IFC scheme https://ukdoorsets.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/

Q	
Does my fire door need intumescent protection around the hinges, latches, locks and other hardware?
A Follow the fire door manufacturer’s fire certification for the correct hardware installation.
Q	
How much can we cut off the bottom or sides of a fire door?
A A doorset is tailor-made and shouldn’t require any trimming alterations, although most fire door manufacturer’s

certification generally allows a small amount of adjustment – refer to their certification information for guidance.

Q	
What are the undercut dimensions for fire only and fire & smoke? Refer to Threshold gaps page 8.
A The undercut or threshold gap is:
Fire only – usually between 6-10mm but follow door manufacturer’s certification detail.
Fire & smoke without a threshold seal - maximum of 3mm as per British Standard (BS8214) guidance.
	
Fire & smoke or smoke only with a threshold seal - usually between 6-10mm but follow door manufacturer’s
certification detail.

Q	
If an automatic drop down threshold seal can extend up to 15mm does this comply with the fire doorset
A

certification? Refer to Threshold gaps page 8.
N
 o – any drop down seal still relies on the fire door manufactures certification evidence (i.e. the maximum gap at the
bottom edge), which is generally between 6-10mm maximum for fire.

Q	
Can you paint over the flat intumescent fire strips?
A Y es fire only intumescent strips may be painted over subject to the guidance given within BS8214:2016.  
Smoke seals cannot be painted over.

Q	
What is the guidance for sealing door edges and face finished doors?
A Decoration should be carried out in line with BS 6150 and BS 8000 Part 5.
	Prime or seal all ‘in the white’ door edges and hardware apertures immediately following delivery including top and
bottom edges and any unlipped sides avoiding any product label traceability on the top edge.
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Additional Information
The MBP Group Range Guide which demonstrates our ranges of doorsets, doors, screens and sealants can be provided
by a member of our sales team or branch. View the latest copy on our website here.

Relevant Links
MBP Group technical information can be found on the website www.mbp.co.uk
Fire door cores/blanks are supplied by different manufacturers depending on the specification of the doorset and have
been tested under specific fire certification schemes. The manufacturer and certification scheme number will be shown
on the label on the top edge of the door. Follow their installation certification for additional guidance which can be found
as follows:
BWF Certifire scheme https://mbp.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/
IFC scheme https://ukdoorsets.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/

MBP Group
Fire Door Certification Documents https://mbp.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/
Glass Certification Documents https://mbp.co.uk/glass-fire-certificates/
Resource Centre https://mbp.co.uk/downloads/
Installation & Maintenance Section https://mbp.co.uk/installation-maintenance/

UK Doorsets
Fire Door Certification Documents https://ukdoorsets.co.uk/door-fire-certificates/
Glass Certification Documents https://ukdoorsets.co.uk/glass-fire-certificates/
Resource Centre https://ukdoorsets.co.uk/downloads/
Installation & Maintenance Section https://ukdoorsets.co.uk/installation-maintenance/

Fire & Acoustic Seals Ltd
For fire, smoke and acoustic seals - www.fireandacousticseals.co.uk or call 0121 521 2179
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MBP

GROUP

MBP Group
MBP House
Spartan Industrial Estate
Brickhouse Lane
Great Bridge
West Bromwich B70 0DH
0121 521 3550
info@mbp.co.uk
mbp.co.uk

Date of issue: January 2022

Midland Building Products
Units 6-11
Spartan Industrial Estate
Brickhouse Lane
West Bromwich B70 0DH
0121 521 3550
info@mbp.co.uk

Manchester Doors & Cubicles
Units 3-5 Shield Drive
Wardley Industrial Estate
Worsley
Manchester M28 2QB
0161 728 8070
info@manchesterdoors.co.uk

Southern Doors &
Cubicles Ltd
Unit 1A Wyncolls Road
Severalls Industrial Park
Colchester, Essex CO4 9HU
01206 222 080
info@sdconline.co.uk

Leeds Doors & Cubicles
Peckfield Business Park
Phoenix Ave
Micklefield Leeds LS25 4DY
0113 232 0651
info@leedsdoors.co.uk

Specialist Joinery Products Ltd
Units 5-8 Slack Lane
Off Heanor Gate Ind Est
Heanor DE75 7GX
01773 711 777
info@sjpltd.co.uk

Joinery Specialists Ltd
Unit 43 Llantarnam Park
Cwmbran NP44 3AW
01633 876 622
sales@joineryspecialists.com

